Look at the pictures. A) Complete with the appropriate vocabulary.
B) Where is JAMES? Where is the other boy?

A) the ___________

B) the ___________

Complete the drawing

LET'S RECAP!

James is ____________________ in the ____________________. (The other boy is in ______________.)

He __________ ________________ through the ______________________ of the ________________ ________________.

He wants to know what the ____________________ ______ ______. He ______ on the ________________.

He ______ _____________ to his friend.

Who is who?

______________________________

______________________________
What **ARE** the teachers **doing**?

They **ARE** **having** tea and biscuits in the staffroom.

Mr ICU - the English teacher - is **writing** a letter, the music teacher is **playing** the piano, the French teacher is **reading** ‘Le Monde’

the science teacher is **phoning**. (= a newspaper 📰️)